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Original BTC
 
Many will already know 
Original BTC’s now iconic  
and much-emulated Hector 
bone-china table lights. With 
its new Fin pendant design we 
believe the brand has hit the 
sweet spot once more. Moulded 
in delicately organic shapes, in 
three sizes and with smart grey 
cabling, these look particularly 
spectacular hung in an 
asymmetrical group. And they 
are made in Britain, too.

Accessories might be considered the jewellery of interior 
decoration, although many also fulfil a practical purpose, too. 
These are new notable details on our radar  
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LEFT Fin grouping  
of seven pendant 
lights, £1,149, 
Original BTC
ABOVE Luca ceiling 
light, from £4,200  
for 60cm diameter, 
Fiona Mcdonald

BELOW LEFT Z-Club 
Corner Fenders, from 
£1,500, Fiona 
Wilbraham 
BELOW RIGHT 
Henley Triangle 
mirror, from £1,250, 
Linley
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Fiona Wilbraham
Fiona Wilbraham is a metal worker, 
specialising in making smart fire fenders  
by hand from her workshop in High 
Wycombe. Her fenders come in four  
chic standard designs, including the Z-Club 
design shown here which we admire for its 
contemporary twist on this period fireside 
feature. Wilbraham’s designs are available 
in a variety of finishes, from satin-finish 
and mirror-finish stainless steel to polished-
finish ‘gold’, and can be completed with 
upholstery in one of six fabric options. 
Commissions are also undertaken.

Fiona Mcdonald
Our Editor was first captivated by Fiona 
Mcdonald’s Luca wall and ceiling lights  
at Decorex in September. Inspired by 
1950s design and handmade in Italy, the 
prismatic effect of the geometric cylinders 
of coloured glass have a bold sculptural 
quality, even when unlit. Colours include 
amethyst, crystal, smoked, amber and jade. 
The lead time is 8–10 weeks. 

Linley
Known for its classically elegant pieces, and 
high-end artistry in wood, Linley makes a 
gorgeous statement with its boldly coloured 
Henley collection of mirrors, lamp base, 
boxes and picture frames meticulously 
made in bleached and hand-dyed veneers.

CATEGORY  WINNER
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